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Topics
Multiwavelength analysis of radio and far-IR sources

Observations of sources with ATCA & ALMA, data reduction and analysis

Polarization properties

Characterization of polarization calibrators
Analysis of Planck (PLA-PCCS2) catalog

Analysis of catalogs at frequencies similar to Planck
Extraction of total intensity and polarized fluxes at faint fluxes

Statistical properties

Implications for number counts, fluctuations
Refined models

Refined simulated maps for simulation activities

Refined simulated maps for extraction/filter methods developments

Multiwavelength analysis of radio sources
+ Total int. obs.
+ Tot. int. MWA
○ Tot. int. PACO
– Tot. int. fit

• 2-45 GHz ATCA observations with polarimetry (sensitivity 0.7 mJy) of
104 compact extragalactic radio sources drawn from the faint PACO
sample (ATCA data, Massardi et al. 2016, Galluzzi et al. 2017, and
submitted.)

+ Pol. obs.
– Pol. fit

•
•
•
•

Total intensity spectra down to 72 MHz with MWA data
Population analysis in polarimetry
Found 2 regimes < and >5 GHz
Suggested a new classification on the basis of components, based on
total intensity and polarimetry
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Calibrators & models @mm wavelengths
• Source counts in total intensity and polarization
• Models for total intensity and polarization for
• SKA simulators (T-RECS, Bonaldi et al. in prep.)
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALMA data - Work in progress

ALMA follow up for 31 sources at 100 GHz (PI: Galluzzi)
Analysis of 100 GHz polarization properties of a
complete sample (not spectrally selected)
(Galluzzi et al., Liuzzo et al., Massardi et al. in prep.)
Estimation of radio sources power spectra at cosmological
frequencies (Bonavera et al. 2011)

PicA-35 GHz

Leakage cal @100 GHz

Work in progress Work in progress Work in progress Work in progress
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Comparison among catalogues

o Goal: extraction of source polarization degree at faint fluxes
o Comparison between (Planck) PCCS2 and millimetre catalogues from dedicated observations of point
sources
o Cross-check of PCCS2 reliability to infer polarization properties
Cross-match of catalogues, Ex.:
 Agudo et al. 2014, A&A 566, A59
 86 GHz vs PCCS2 @ 100 GHz about 180 sources in common

 Jackson et al. 2010, MNRAS 401, 1388
 43 GHz vs PCCS2 @ 44 GHz about 150 sources in common
 Test of potential variability: agreement within about 10-20%
 Agreement on averaged polarization degree between catalogs is found at an absolute level of about 1%.
 Analysis of polarization degree in PCCS2 in progress

Multiple point source testing procedures in a Planck-like environment
A procedure for source extraction is being developed and validated (Marinucci et al.)
a) Full sky-maps of CMB radiation (plus sources) are decomposed into needlet components.
b) Candidate point sources are searched for local maxima by analyzing gradient and Hessian.
c) The p-value of each of these local maxima
d) A multiple testing procedure controlling False Discovery Date is then implemented.

Multiple point source testing procedures in a Planck-like environment

The software to implement these ideas on Planck-sky models is now fully operational and
validated generating Planck-like full sky maps, using a Lambda-CDM input power spectrum with the best-fit
parameters from the 2015 Planck data release with sources superimposed.
Our goal in the next few months is hence to address these issues and to proceed with the further steps which
were foreseen in the program, including a careful consideration of multi-channel information and the most
efficient handling of foreground components

